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Parts of Banach algebra theory have been generalized recently

[2; 1 ] to multiplicatively convex topological algebras. An important

class of examples of Banach algebras is the class of subalgebras of the

algebra of continuous linear transformations on a Banach space. It is

natural to ask whether an algebra of continuous linear transforma-

tions on a convex vector space, with the topology of bounded con-

vergence (the analogue of the norm topology in an algebra of trans-

formations on a Banach space), is a multiplicatively convex topo-

logical algebra. We show that this is in general false, in fact that if

the algebra is large enough multiplication is not even continuous

unless the convex vector space is normable.

Theorem. If X is a Hausdorff convex vector space and multiplica-

tion is continuous in the topology of bounded convergence in an algebra

zA of continuous linear transformations on X including the subalgebra

of transformations with finite-dimensional range, then X is normable.

Proof. A fundamental system of neighborhoods of the origin in

the topology of bounded convergence in zA is the family of sets

T(A, V) of continuous linear transformations u in zA such that

u(A)C.V, for A a bounded set in X and V a neighborhood of the

origin in X. Let V^X bean equilibrated (WQVtor |X| =1) neigh-

borhood of the origin in X and let A 5*0 be a bounded set in X. Then

by the continuity of multiplication in zA at the origin there exists

a bounded set A' in X and a neighborhood V of the origin in X

such that [T(A', V')]2QT(A, V). F'may be taken to be equilibrated.

We show there exists a scalar X?*0 such thatW Q\JU(=t<.a' ,v)u(A).

Let xo?^0 be an element of A. By the Hahn-Banach theorem there

exists a continuous linear functional /1 on X with /J(xo)?£0. h(A')

is bounded. Let c = supx^A- \h(x)\. Let X = (/i(x0))/c. Then \^0.

Given x in V let <px be an isomorphism of the scalar field F onto the

1-dimensional subspace [x] generated by x. Let \x=<px~1(x). Then

supxGA- |(X»/i(x))/c| =|Xx|, so Q<xh(A'))/cQfe\V'r\[x]) since

(p^CVT^lx]) is an equilibrated set in F containing <p~1(x). Let ux

= (4>x\xh)/c. Then ux is in T(A', V) since ux(A') = (<px\xh(A'))/c

C.V'C\\x\C.V'. NowXx = MI(x0) for all x in V, since /i(x0) =Xc, hence

(Xx/i(xo))/c=XXx=X(^J1(x)    and    hence   ux(xo) =(<px\xh(x0))/c=\x.
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Hence XF'CUjgp ux(xo)Q\Ju^tw,v)u(A).

We show V is bounded. If V is not bounded then W is also not

bounded, and so there exists a continuous linear functional l2 on X

not bounded on X V. Let y be an element of X not in V. Since V is

equilibrated Xy£F if |X| >1. Let <t> be an isomorphism of F onto

\y]. Then <j>l2 is a continuous linear transformation of X into X,

hence <f>l2(A') is bounded, hence absorbed by V, hence there exists

Xi>0soXi4>/2£r(,4', F')-LetM2=X10/2. m2mx£ [T(A',V')]2QT(A,V),

but u2(\V')Q\Jx^v u2ux(A) and u2(W) is an unbounded subset of

[y], hence not included in V, a contradiction. Hence V is bounded.

Since X has a bounded neighborhood V of the origin, X is a nor-

mable space, q.e.d.

It is easy to extend the proof to the case Avhere X is not Hausdorff.
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